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Retrospective Gating for Mouse Cardiac MRI
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Cardiac MR imaging in small animals presents some difﬁculties
due to shorter cardiac cycles and smaller dimensions than in
human beings, but prospectively gated techniques have been
successfully applied. As with human imaging, there may be
certain applications in animal imaging for which retrospective
gating is preferable to prospective gating. For example, cardiac
imaging in multiple mice simultaneously is one such application. In this work we investigate the use of retrospective gating
for cardiac imaging in a mouse. Using a three-dimensional
imaging protocol, we show that image quality with retrospective gating is comparable to prospectively gated imaging. We
conclude that retrospective gating is applicable for small animal cardiac MRI and show how it can be applied to the problem
of cardiac MRI in multiple mice. Magn Reson Med 55:472– 477,
2006. © 2006 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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In recent years, many new animal models have been developed to study human cardiac development and disease
processes. The mouse has been identiﬁed as a particularly
useful animal model due to its genetic similarity with
humans, the availability of powerful genetic techniques,
and relatively low cost of production and maintenance
(1,2). As a result, many different imaging techniques are
being developed to analyze these various mouse models
for anatomic and functional phenotypes, as well as to
screen random mutants for new models of human disease.
In particular, MR imaging for mouse models of human
cardiac disease has shown great promise. The challenges
of small animal MR imaging compared to conventional
human imaging include faster heart rates and no option for
breath holding. Despite these difﬁculties, very good results
have been obtained (3,4) by employing the techniques of
human cardiac imaging. These prior studies have employed prospective gating for the purposes of resolving the
cardiac motion and eliminating respiratory motion.
In cardiac imaging of the mouse, scan time and throughput are important issues because signal/noise ratio scales
poorly with decreased animal size and, thus, scan times
are considerably longer for mouse imaging compared to
human imaging. Furthermore, large numbers of mice may
be required to investigate speciﬁc biologic questions. Im-
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aging of several mice in parallel is a new technique that
has been introduced to address high-throughput imaging
of mice (5). This technique employs separate, well-isolated
coils and receivers per mouse in conjunction with a common gradient coil in order to obtain MR images of separate
mice in parallel. While excellent results have been obtained for in vivo brain (6) and for ﬁxed whole body (7), it
has not yet been shown that cardiac imaging can be performed on multiple mice in parallel; there is no way to
implement any form of prospective gating, since the cardiac motion of the various animals is completely asynchronous.
The goal of this work is to establish the feasibility of
cardiac imaging of multiple mice by solving the gating
problem. We propose to use retrospective gating as the
main strategy for imaging multiple mice. Although retrospective gating is less efﬁcient and offers less motion control then prospective techniques, it has previously been
applied in animal computed tomography (CT) (8,9) and it
is well-suited to the problem of cardiac imaging in several
mice because it reduces the gating problem to one of recording the physiologic waveforms of the multiple live
mice in parallel. If parallel monitoring can be arranged,
then the cardiac motion may as easily be reconstructed for
an arbitrary number of mice as for one. The scope of this
article is therefore to compare retrospective gating with
prospective gating in a single mouse and to demonstrate
retrospectively gated cardiac images obtained in several
mice in parallel.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Combined cardiac and respiratory retrospective gating has
been described previously for human imaging (10,11).
Brieﬂy, the pulse sequence runs continuously, and as a
result is asynchronous to the physiologic waveforms. The
ECG and respiration are recorded over the length of the
entire scan. In human imaging, respiratory gating can be
derived from navigator echoes (3); but if one assumes that
live mouse imaging is severely SNR-limited, then the scan
time overhead associated with navigator echoes may be
undesirable and the respiratory information can be collected with a bellows or other similar device. At the completion of the scan, each k-space frame is assigned a cardiac and respiratory phase based on the recorded waveforms. K-space data are then sorted and interpolated from
the sampled time points to the time points of the desired
cardiac reconstruction frames (12).
All animal utilization protocols were approved by the
Hospital for Sick Children Animal Care Committee, subject to the Canadian Council on Animal Care. Mouse handling and imaging were performed as follows. The mice
were anesthetized following induction with 2.0% isoﬂuorane gas, and maintained with 1.6% gas. They were
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FIG. 1. Cardiac and respiratory diagram for
multiple mouse MRI. Physiologic waveforms are indicated for 2 mice, both running
asynchronously to the pulse sequence. The
k-space phase encoding is empirically assigned to increment every 3– 6 RR intervals.
This ensures that sufﬁcient k-space acquisitions have been made to sample each RR
and respiration interval while allowing for
natural variation over the scan. During reconstruction, any k-space frame corrupted
by the respiration of one mouse is thrown
out for that mouse but retained for the others.

loaded on a custom built sled (6) with built-in physiologic
monitoring apparatus. ECG electrodes were fastened to the
shaved chest with conductive hydrogel, while respiration
was monitored with a pneumatic pillow. ECG and respiration were monitored using commercial hardware (Small
Animal Instruments Inc., Stoneybrook, NY, USA) and recorded on a four-channel oscilloscope along with time
stamp pulses from the scanner. Three-dimensional spoiled
gradient-echo imaging was performed with a 7T MRI scanner (Varian INOVA, Palo Alto, CA, USA). Two imaging
protocols were used. Single mouse scans for purposes of
comparing retrospective to prospective gating were acquired with TR/TE ⫽ 10/1.8 ms. The short-axis slab was
encoded with a matrix of 160 ⫻ 160 ⫻ 16 and voxel size of
150 ⫻ 150 ⫻ 750 m3. A 6 cm inner diameter gradient coil
(Magnex 115/60, 1000 mT/m maximum amplitude, 150 us
rise time) was used for single mouse scans. Each ky-kz
phase encoding step was sampled 60 times (about 5 RR
intervals) to resolve both the cardiac cycle and respiratory
motion. Total scan time was about 25 min. The multiple
mouse protocol was acquired with TR/TE ⫽ 70/4.5 ms and
black blood preparation (13), using a 29 cm bore gradient
coil (Tesla, 120 mT/m maximum amplitude, 867 us rise
time). Short-axis slabs were encoded with a matrix of
120 ⫻ 120 ⫻ 8 and voxel size of 200 ⫻ 200 ⫻ 750 m3.
Each ky-kz phase encoding step was sampled 50 times and
resolved only the cardiac cycle. Total scan time was about
60 min.
The basic task of sorting and discarding motion-corrupted data can be seen in Fig. 1. In this ﬁgure, the cardiac
and respiratory waveforms for two mice are shown schematically, in addition to a trace of the tr intervals and the
progression of the phase encoding gradient. For each
mouse, we begin with the complete set of k-space-time
data. During the respiration events of the current mouse
being reconstructed, as indicated by triangles in Fig. 1, we
assume that motion is likely to have corrupted the readout
frames acquired within that interval and therefore discard
them. In other words, the sorting and discarding process is
conducted independently for each mouse imaged, according to the independent physiologic record of each mouse.
During this binning process, an important decision must
be made as to where to place the bin borders, since the
respiration monitor may or may not reﬂect the true state of

motion in the thorax near the heart. If they are set conservatively, we would expect fewer motion artifacts in the
images, but since more k-space data will have been discarded, there will be lower signal/noise ratio and an overall loss of imaging efﬁciency. If the borders are set liberally, a greater amount of the k-space data are retained and
may be used for signal averaging. An alternative to this
binning process is to interpolate the data to the desired
points in the respiratory cycle (14).
Data acquired in a single mouse were used for evaluating
reconstruction strategies. Beginning with the 60 readout
frames available for each phase encoding step, 3 retrospective reconstruction strategies were deﬁned with different
degrees of discarding and/or averaging data. The purpose
of this was to evaluate the trade-off between respiratory
motion artifact and signal/noise ratio in the reconstructed
images. The ﬁrst reconstruction strategy was to pick a set
of the 36 frames least affected by respiratory motion, as
determined by greatest distance in time from the nearest
respiration event. The average duration of a respiratory
event was ⬃200ms, which for a TR of 10 ms consists of 20
frames. The chosen frames should therefore cover most of
the “quiescent” phase of the respiration, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. The respiration monitor shows that the breathing
pattern of an anesthetized mouse consists of short gasps
separated by longer quiescent periods, so we anticipated
that this sorting should provide the best overall trade-off
between signal/noise ratio and motion artifact. The second
strategy was a set of 36 frames unsorted with respect to the
respiration monitor. The last strategy simply selected the
complete set of 60 frames.
Interpolation of the respiratory-sorted k-space data from
measured time points to the desired reconstruction time
points in the RR interval was the same in all cases and was
performed with linear interpolation between the two nearest neighbors according to the ECG monitor data. In the
reconstruction strategies described above, there were sufﬁcient data retained to provide for signal averaging. However, the signal accumulation for averaging must take
place after temporal interpolation so that the temporal
phases are consistent. Thus, the temporal data were presorted into 3–5 subsets of 12 phases that covered the RR
interval more or less equally, so that temporal interpolation errors were more or less equal within each subset.
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FIG. 2. A mid-axis slice reconstructed at 9
time points, with respiratory sorting. Systole
begins at top left and end diastole is seen at
bottom right.

Following interpolation, the subsets were then combined
for simple averaging (i.e., NEX ⫽ 3–5) to improve signal/
noise ratio.
Two further data sets were acquired for comparison with
retrospective reconstruction. The ﬁrst of these was a prospectively triggered sequence, which is the preferred technique for single mouse imaging (15–17) The sequence was
double-triggered using both respiration and ECG signals,
and acquired 12 readout frames per trigger event. In a ﬁnal
experiment, the retrospective acquisition was repeated
with all room-temperature shim currents set to zero. Since
individual mouse shimming of multiple mice is not feasible with a common gradient coil, this latter acquisition
was made to determine whether or not shimming affected
the quality of the cardiac images.
The multiple mouse scan was performed in 3 mice with
cardiac-only monitoring. Since the minimum repetition
time in the large-bore gradient coil was a substantial fraction of the RR interval of the anesthetized mice (150 ms),
the temporal phase loop was acquired outside of the slab
encode loop, to ensure the best possible random sampling
of the RR interval. The combination of longer repetition
time and longer echo time, relative to the single mouse
scans performed with the small-bore gradient coil, resulted in both increased signal void through dephasing
and increased inﬂow enhancement effect within different
regions of the blood pool. Therefore, black-blood contrast
preparation was used to null the blood signal and provide
a uniform blood pool signal intensity.

RESULTS
Figure 2 shows one mid-axis slice acquired in a single
mouse and reconstructed retrospectively, with respiratory
sorting, at 9 temporal phases (reconstruction strategy 1 in
the text above). This ﬁgure indicates that the cardiac dynamics have been captured and that a minimum of ghosting and reconstruction artifacts are seen. There is a considerable amount of dephasing in the ventricular blood
pool, which is a shortcoming of the gradient echo approach with relatively long echo times (18).
Figure 3 shows one mid-axis slice acquired in a single
mouse and reconstructed at 2 cardiac time points (systole
and diastole). In the top row, retrospective reconstruction
with respiratory sorting is shown (reconstruction strategy
1 in the text above). In the middle row, the same data set is
shown with all of the data being used for simple averaging
rather than respiratory sorting, thus achieving a higher
signal/noise ratio (reconstruction strategy 3). Finally, the
bottom row shows the prospectively gated acquisition,
which has slightly higher signal intensity due to the inﬂow
effects of the interrupted steady-state.
In the test of shimming in a single mouse, the linewidth
of the cardiac slab increased from 144 Hz to 244 Hz with
shims removed, and the image results were not signiﬁcantly affected based on a qualitative assessment of image
quality.
Table 1 compares the 3 reconstruction strategies along
with prospectively gated acquisition, in terms of ghosting
artifact intensity and the signal/noise ratio, using data
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from a single mouse. Ghosting artifact was measured by a
region-of-interest (ROI) intensity magnitude in the air
background in the phase encoding direction, relative to an
ROI signal intensity in the ventricles. Signal/noise ratio
was measured from the ROI signal intensity in the ventricles relative to the SD in the air background in the frequency encoding direction. The ghosting levels in the
retrospectively gated data showed that averaging was more
effective than sorting in reducing motion artifact. The prospectively gated images had somewhat better ghosting ratios than the sorted retrospective images, as expected.
Meanwhile, the signal/noise ratio for each reconstruction
case scaled in accordance with the amount of signal averaging performed, as indicated under the “nex” column.
Figure 4 shows results obtained from 3 mice in parallel.
The 50 acquired phases were subdivided into 5 sets of 10,
each set interpolated to and reconstructed at 10 time
points, and then the 5 sets averaged together. Temporal
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Table 1
Comparison of Ghost Artifact in Cardiac Cine Reconstructions
Ghost/heart ratio (%)
Retrospective

Prospective

1 quiescent sort
2 unsorted
3 averaged
9.3

11.2
11.9
9

Signal/
noise

nex

32
31
41
33

3
3
5
3

Phases 1, 4, 7, and 10 of 10 are shown from left to right, of
a single slice from each of mice 1–3 (rows 1–3). Row 4
shows mouse 1 at the same slice position as row 1, but
imaged separately, by itself, with otherwise identical scan
parameters as the data in row 1. The image quality in this
ﬁgure is somewhat compromised by the poorer temporal
sampling of the RR interval and the longer echo time,
compared to the images obtained with the small-bore gradient coil. However, a comparison of rows 1 and 4 indicates that similar image quality is achieved in 1 mouse as
in 3.
DISCUSSION

FIG. 3. A mid-axis slice reconstructed at end-diastole (a, c, e) and
end-systole (b, d, f) time points. Retrospective reconstruction with
sorting (reconstruction strategy 1, a, b) is compared with averaging
(reconstruction strategy 3, c, d) and prospective cardiac-respiratory
gating (e, f).

From this proof of principle experiment, scaling up to
more mice requires only the additional monitoring hardware and receivers, but no additional procedures. A key
requirement of multiple mouse imaging with separate receiver coils per mouse is that there be little to no electromagnetic interaction between coils. We have previously
measured inter-coil ghosting artifacts and found that the
minimum isolation between any pair of coils in our 7 coil
array is 47 dB (data not shown). A second possible difﬁculty may be encountered in double-oblique volume prescription. If there is signiﬁcant variation in the long axes of
the hearts of the mice, it will not be possible to prescribe
slabs having independent double-oblique angles per
mouse with the common gradient coil. However, if isotropic voxel dimensions are prescribed, a transverse slab
orientation could be reformatted into the desired long or
short axis views at post processing, with considerable
savings in prescan time. Transverse slabs would also preclude the task of optimizing gradient waveforms for minimum echo-time in double-oblique scanning (19). In the
present single mouse experiments in the small-bore gradient coil, 255 m isotropic voxels could have been prescribed for equivalent signal/noise ratio in the 30 min of
scan time. Assuming that scan time may be extended to as
much as 3 hours in an anesthetized mouse, that a phased
array coil that doubles the signal/noise ratio of the existing
volume coils is available, and that a large-bore gradient
coil better-optimized for cardiac imaging was available, we
could reasonably expect to achieve isotropic voxels of
150 m in multiple mice.
Three-dimensional acquisition is useful for the signal
averaging beneﬁt but reduces inﬂow contrast (20). Significant void artifacts in the ventricles are present in the scan
data. We expect that intravascular blood-pool contrast
agents (21,22) will be readily available for animal use to
provide signiﬁcantly brighter blood signal. Alternatively,
with an appropriate gradient coil fully balanced steady
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FIG. 4. A mid-axis slice in 3 mice in parallel acquisition, reconstructed at 4 temporal phases throughout cardiac cycle (rows 1–3). The fourth row shows
the same slice in mouse 1 as in row 1, but obtained
from mouse 1 in single acquisition.

state imaging may be used to achieve better myocardiumblood contrast and better ﬂow tolerance (23).
Averaging for respiratory motion artifacts was surprisingly effective at reducing motion ghosts. This result contrasts with the results of (24), but is in agreement with (3).
It is possible that the longer 3-dimensional acquisition
introduces additional variability in the k-space trajectory
with respect to the cardiac motion such that motion ghosting is less coherent than in 2-dimensional images and is
better suited to averaging. Furthermore, we found that
anesthetized mice may draw as few as 30 breaths per
minute in the latter stages of a long experiment, thus
greatly reducing the inﬂuence of motion on the data.
Accurate retrospective reconstruction requires highquality gating signals. Physiologic monitoring hardware is
subject to inconsistent placement and contact during preparation of the mice, as well as external signal interference.
In this study, we found the ECG monitoring to be highly
reliable. The monitoring hardware had effective gradient
and RF ﬁlters plus optical signal transmission out of the
bore of the magnet. In the event that reliable ECG gating
cannot be obtained, self-gated ECG methods (25) may potentially be applicable. However, such methods are dependent on the repetition time TR ⬍⬍ RR, which is not easily
achieved in a mouse, and on surface coils for signal localization that are not currently available for mouse imaging.
Gradient coil technology is an important part of multiple
mouse cardiac imaging. While human clinical imaging
systems are capable of sustaining very high rms current
necessary for achieving fully balanced gradient echo imaging and high temporal sampling of the RR interval (i.e.,
TR ⬍⬍ RR), small animal systems may have lower speciﬁcations. Our present 29 cm diameter gradient coil can
achieve minimum TR/TE of about 50/3.5 ms on a typical
cardiac imaging protocol. Ideally, we would like to have a

multiple-mouse cardiac imaging coil of 15 cm diameter,
capable of 10 –20 G/cm gradient amplitudes at duty cycle
of near 100%. In lieu of such a coil, this proof-of-principle
experiment shows everything else that is required to perform multiple cardiac mouse imaging. Although our temporal sampling in multiple mice did not meet the objective
of tr ⬍⬍ RR, retrospective gating and reconstruction can
still be performed if tr ⱕ RR. In this case, scan times are
much longer and the temporal sampling of the RR interval
becomes somewhat randomized. It has been predicted that
the additional ghosting artifact at retrospective reconstruction resulting from randomized temporal sampling is
bounded (26).
CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that retrospective reconstruction provides good image quality, nearly equivalent to prospective
acquisition in an equal amount of scan time, on the basis of
ghosting intensity. If additional scan time is taken to oversample the respiratory motion, signal averaging is more
effective at reducing the motion ghosting than sorting of
the respiratory gating data. This may be due to a combination of the non-coherent nature of the motion ghosts that
results from the 3-dimensional ky-kz-time sampling trajectory as well as some inconsistencies in the performance of
the respiratory monitoring apparatus. It should be noted
that excessive averaging will produce blurring in addition
to reducing ghost intensity (27), but that has not been
analyzed in this study.
Equivalent image quality was obtained with and without
slab shimming of the heart, indicating that lack of shimming will not be a signiﬁcant problem for cardiac multiple
mouse MRI. Indeed, the beating heart is very difﬁcult to
shim in the ﬁrst place due to susceptibility (28), motion,
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and ﬂow, so for that reason skipping the shim even on a
single mouse is not a large sacriﬁce considering the savings in prescan time.
Preliminary images acquired in 3 mice were similar in
quality to an image obtained in 1 mouse. We conclude that
combined retrospective cardiac and respiratory gating may
be used to perform cardiac imaging of multiple mice, in
the context of multiple non-interacting RF coils and a
common gradient coil (5).
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